
W
ith demand for placements in top-tier publications, even the most savvy PR 
professional can struggle for coverage. PR professionals can find fertile ground 
for their messages and keep their company or clients prominently in the public 
eye by intensifying their focus on media outlets that serve smaller communities.

Paul Davis, publisher of Alabama’s Tuskegee News, has said that “community newspapers 
are doing quite nicely, thank you, because they have not forgotten their mission, their 
responsibility to their readers.” Successful local newspapers, he added, “will learn that it’s 
contents, period. It’s better LOCAL stories, better writing, better editing and better graphics. 
In short it’s what people want to know, packaged in a creative way.”*

No doubt, small-town media are under pressure, just like their counterparts in larger cities.  
But with big dailies offering little competition, local businesses needing to draw a local 
audience and small-market papers aggressively concentrate on news that local residents care 
about but can’t find elsewhere.  

That’s one reason media chains are shopping in newly emerging local media, and larger 
papers are trying to match the formula. This development is not limited to print delivery.  
Large- and small-town papers alike are using the web to post news and extend their reach 
for advertisers.  And they aren’t the only ones.  Television stations across the nation are also 
seeking to provide hyper-local content for a targeted audience. 
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The Newspaper Association of 
America reported in January 2008 
that newspapers across the U.S. are 
developing “hyper-local” sections and 
web sites “aiming to attract readers 
with micro-level coverage and citizen-
contributed content.”
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*Source: As some big papers commit suicide, The Rural Blog, 8.7.08
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When the local Batavia Daily News, in upstate New york, was slow to provide online 
news, its parent company, GateHouse Media, jumped in with an Internet-only 
community news site in April of this year to serve the three counties between Buffalo 
and Rochester.

The site contains a blog and a plethora of features pertinent to the local community. 
Users can sign-up for personal blogs, post comments to discussion boards (the city 
council president is an active participant) among other resources.
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Working with local media
Here are five thoughts on how best to work with community news outlets:

      1.   expand your database. Community news outlets need content focused on local   
            concerns. Many newspapers are relatively healthy and uniquely valued by their  
            local communities and many are adding or improving their web-based properties.  
            Add them to your media outreach program. 

      2.   Watch for local internet opportunities. The Internet’s appetite for news is  
             almost unlimited. News may find a home on local websites, even if space gets  
             tight on the printed page. So seek out web-only and web/print publishers.

      3.  get to know reporters and editors. Some things never change, like the  
            importance of personal contact with news contacts, which leads to trust between  
            PR practitioner and media staffer or contributor.  There are lots of busy editors out  
            there, and it can be a tough job developing a good relationship.  But that’s why PR  
            is considered work. 

      4.  Supplements can improve your publicity’s health.  Find out whether a local pub  
           has a regular supplement (such as an arts insert) or is planning to produce a special  
           section in which your news can find a home.  

Crafting local messages that resonate
To help ensure your messages are delivered to your audiences:

      1.  localize your message. your client doesn’t have to be from down the road to     
           have news that makes a difference to a small-town audience. Without that local  
           hook,  however, you must work even harder to show why what you have to say  
           really matters.

    2.  deliver quality. Paul Davis calls for “better writing, better editing and better  
           graphics.” Such lofty goals can be tough to achieve for a short-staffed, small news  
           organization. It’s your job as a communications professional to help them deliver  
           quality content to their audience. They’ll appreciate the boost.

      3.  create content with a shelf life.  Weekly papers, in particular, are interested in   
           well written, common-sense lifestyle, financial, how-to and other service features,  
           which aren’t as time-sensitive as straight news announcements. 

      4.  chains reinforce your message. A community weekly with a circulation of 10,000  
            might be part of a chain of weeklies with a total circulation of 100,000. If your 
            news is of wide enough interest, it has a better chance of making it into the    
            common page that goes into all of the chain’s outlets, thereby maximizing  
            exposure in that geographic market. 

      5.  monitor wisely.  Make sure that the service you choose to monitor coverage   
           actually tracks small-market publications.

      6.  See if you measure up. Measuring your results is just as important when you’re  
           working with small-market publications as it is when you’re pitching big dailies or  
           other outlets with large audiences. 
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Contact us 
To find out more about BurrellesLuce media relations planning, monitoring and 
measurement services, please contact: info@burrellesluce.com or 800.631.1160. 
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NBC recently announced the re-launch of its TV station websites. “The approach, 
dubbed locals only, will include content from the TV stations, but also from a 
wide variety of local sources—including print, online and blogs—to provide a 
destination for consumers in the market. even the website URLs will change to 
reflect the more local focus such as nbcchicago.com and nbclosangeles.com NBC’s 
new city-centric Web sites are part of the division’s goal to transform its business 
and provide more local content across multiple platforms. As part of this strategy, 
NBC acquired LX.TV and Skycastle entertainment to produce local lifestyle content, 
launching earlier this month new weekend shows across NBC’s 10 O&O stations.” 
(Katy Bachman, NBC Relaunches Station Websites, MediaWeek, 10.13.08). 

Opportunity Knocks
The durability of small-market news outlets that are tightly linked to their 
neighborhoods provides opportunity for communicators willing to dig in and learn 
what these publications and their communities value. They go by new names (hyper-
local and citizens’ media) and old (small dailies). For communications professionals, 
however, the different names have the same: Meet the needs of these small media, and 
you advance the goals of your company or clients.


